
 

The new playground products from Landscape Structures® 

lead the way in encouraging kids to play outdoors, engaging 

their imaginations and bringing children of all abilities      

together to play.  New in 2021: 

• The We-Go-Swing™  - Introducing a revolution-

ary swing forward in inclusive play experience! 

The    We-Go-Swing™ is the first no-transfer  

inclusive swing that can be integrated into the 

playground setting and invites kids of all      

abilities to get in on the fun.  

• WhirlyQ™ Spinner  - The swooping sculptural 

form of our WhirlyQ™ Spinner provides beauty 

and visual stimulation for kids of all abilities.. 

• Billows - A thrilling atmospheric adventure with 

built-in shade that floats above like clouds,    

encouraging imaginations to soar and kids to 

enjoy a rich sensory experience.  

Call Us Today For Pricing - (800) 975-2147 
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• New Color Palette for 2021!  Introducing New Matte 

Metallic Colors created to complement the vibrant   

saturated colors in our existing palette these nature-

inspired matte metallics have a subtle sparkle that 

gives them eye-catching dimension. The unique finish 

creates a soft, smooth feel to the touch. 

• Quantis 8.1 Net Structure - a playground net climbers, 

with belting, swings, gliders and so much more deliver 

infinite play experiences for users of all ages and     

abilities. When children climb, they engage and         

exercise large arm, leg and back muscles that build   

upper-body, lower-body, and core strength. As children 

work to figure out how to physically navigate a piece 

of equipment, especially one that is new to them, they 

also develop their problem-solving skills.  

• New to the Hedra
®

 Collection - We put a twist on     

traditional swing frames! The Hedra
®

 Swing Frame 

complements the geometric forms of our Hedra
®

 

playstructures or adds a visual  surprise to any play   

environment.  
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